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ABSTRACT
Software testing is an important and time-consuming task that is often done manually. In the last decades, researchers have come up with techniques to generate input data (e.g., fuzzing) and automate the process of generating test cases (e.g., search-based testing). However, these techniques are known to have their own limitations: search-based testing does not generate highly-structured data; grammar-based fuzzing does not generate test case structures. To address these limitations, we combine these two techniques. By applying grammar-based mutations to the input data gathered by the search-based testing algorithm, it allows us to co-evolve both aspects of test case generation. We evaluate our approach, called G-EvoSuite, by performing an empirical study on 20 Java classes from the three most popular JSON parsers across multiple search budgets. Our results show that the proposed approach on average improves branch coverage for JSON related classes by 15% (with a maximum increase of 50%) without negatively impacting other classes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software testing is a critical activity for quality assurance and can take up to 50% of developers’ time [8]. Manually writing test cases that are meaningful and small in size is an expensive and error-prone task. With the ever-increasing complexity of modern applications, designing meaningful test cases with high coverage becomes harder each day. As a consequence, researchers have developed various techniques to automate the generation of test cases over the last decades [22]. Recent advances show that search-based approaches can achieve higher code coverage compared to manually written test cases [23, 28]. They can also detect unknown bugs [1, 3, 14] and have been successfully used in industry (e.g., [4, 7, 21]). Moreover, automatic test case generation significantly reduces the time needed for testing and debugging [31].

Search-based test case generation relies on evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to evolve an initial pool of randomly generated test cases, which include both the test structure and input data. While recent studies improved the effectiveness of EAs, automatic test case generation has limitations on creating highly-structured input data. Previous work shows that automatically generated inputs are usually unstructured and can be difficult to read and interpret [2, 11]. These limitations are critical when testing applications with highly-structured input data. Parsers are a typical example of such applications. With the move towards Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and microservices, many systems nowadays heavily rely on parsers [5]. Common data formats for these APIs are JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Extensible Markup Language (XML) and are used to exchange data among different parts of applications. For this reason, properly testing these parsers is critical for application testing [17].

Grammar-based fuzzing is very effective in generating highly-structured input data based on a user-specified grammar [15, 33]. For this reason, fuzzing has been widely used for security and system testing [9, 16]. When applied to data formats, fuzzers can generate and manipulate well-formed input data. However, developers need to specify the entry points (for system testing) and manually create a test structure for each method under test.

In this paper, we address these limitations by combining the strength of grammar-based fuzzing and search-based test case generation with a focus on the JSON data format. More precisely, evolutionary algorithms create and evolve the test case structure (statement sequence) while grammar-based fuzzing is used to evolve parts of the input data. The fuzzer injects structured JSON inputs in the initial population of the EA with some probability and manipulates this data to maintain a well-formed JSON structure.

To assess the efficacy and feasibility of our idea, we implemented the grammar-based fuzzing approach in EVOSuite [13], a state-of-the-art test case generator for Java. We conducted an empirical study with 20 classes from the three most popular JSON parser libraries, namely JSON, fastjson, and org.json. In particular, we selected 16 classes that expect JSON input and 4 non-JSON related classes. We use the former group to assess whether our approach improves code coverage and use the latter to assess whether our
approach is negatively impacting coverage for non-JSON related classes. We evaluate the performance (code coverage) for different search budgets (60 s, 120 s, and 180 s) to measure the effectiveness and efficiency over time.

Our preliminary results show that combining search-based testing with grammar-based fuzzing leads to higher code coverage for classes that parse and manipulate JSON without decreasing code coverage for non-JSON related classes (i.e., it has no side effect). On average, our approach achieves $+15\%$ of branch coverage compared to standard EvoSuite (without fuzzing). In our experiment, the improvement on the branch coverage is up to $50\%$ for the class JSONReader from the fastjson project with a search budget of 180 seconds. This confirms the feasibility of our approach and the benefits of combining the strengths of different techniques that are often considered as alternatives rather than complementary solutions. While our approach is applied to the JSON data format, it can be extended and generalized to other data formats. We foresee further work in this line of research.

In summary, we make the following contributions: (i) a novel approach that combines grammar-based fuzzing and search-based software testing to maximize the code coverage in JSON parsers in a shorter amount of time; (ii) an empirical evaluation involving 3 major Java JSON projects that shows the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach; (iii) We provide a full replication package including our code and results [24].

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly describe the related work in the fields of test case generation and grammar-based fuzzing. We also describe the pros and cons of the two testing strategies.

Search-based Test Case Generation. Various search-based test case generation approaches have been proposed in the literature (e.g., [13, 22, 29]). These approaches rely on test adequacy criteria (e.g., branch coverage [22, 30]) and evolutionary algorithms (e.g., genetic algorithms [10, 22, 27]). Adequacy criteria are used to define search heuristics (or objectives) to optimize. For example, approach level and branch distance are well-known heuristics (or objectives) for line and branch coverage [22]. Evolutionary algorithms evolve test data or test cases and use the heuristics as guidance toward generating tests with high coverage and fault detection.

EvoSuite is a state-of-the-art test case/suite generation tool for Java. EvoSuite implements several evolutionary algorithms (EAs), such as monotonic genetic algorithms, local solvers, and many-objective algorithms [10]. EvoSuite can optimize multiple adequacy criteria simultaneously [26, 30]. We use EvoSuite as the starting point to implement our approach and also as the baseline in our empirical evaluation. Among the evolutionary algorithms available in EvoSuite, we choose the Dynamic Many-Objective Sorting Algorithm (DynaMOSA) [25]. DynaMOSA evolves test cases and optimizes multiple coverage targets (e.g., branches) simultaneously. We opted for DynaMOSA since recent studies showed its better effectiveness and efficiency compared to other EAs for testing [10, 27]. DynaMOSA uses a many-objective genetic algorithm that encodes test cases as chromosomes. Each chromosome is a sequence of statements (constructor, method invocation, primitive statements, and assignments) with variable length. Hence, the structure of the test cases evolves across the generations. The single-point crossover generates new test cases by recombining statements (genes) from the parent tests. The uniform mutation further modifies the offspring by adding, removing, or replacing statements. Lastly, DynaMOSA selects the fittest chromosomes using the preference criterion, the non-dominance relation, and the crowding distance [25].

Grammar-based fuzzing. Whitebox fuzzing is another method to automate software testing. Differently from test case generation, fuzzing focuses on generating test data (rather than test case structures), and it is very popular in security testing to find security vulnerabilities in software [12]. To fuzz, developers need to specify the entry points of the application under test. White-box fuzzing aims to generate test inputs that, when applied to specified entry points, allow satisfying/covers different program conditions [20]. Fuzzing can use different engines for the test data generation [20], such as symbolic execution [9], metaheuristics [32], grammars [15], and hybrid approaches [19].

Grammar-based fuzzing generates well-formed inputs by relying on a user-specified grammar [15, 34]. It creates random variants of well-specified inputs using the grammar derivative rules (hereafter called grammar-based mutations). This guarantees that the variants are still well-formed but diverse [20]. Typically, the grammars encode application-specific knowledge of the program under test [15]. As shown by previous work, grammar-based fuzzers are very effective in creating highly-structured inputs for applications like compilers and interpreters [15, 33].

Reasons for combining. On the one hand, search-based testing allows synthesizing the test case structure without requiring to specify the program entry points. It can evolve complex input data like Objects in Java, primitive data types, and strings. However, it is not effective in generating highly-structured input strings, such as the JSON data format. On the other hand, grammar-based fuzzing can effectively generate highly-structured input strings. However, it requires the user to specify both the entry points of the program under tests and the grammar. Besides, programs can have multiple entry points, not all requiring the same type of grammar. In our case, JSON parsers have some entry points (methods) that require data in JSON formats but also other entry points with different input types, such as complex Objects, or primitives.

3 APPROACH

Our approach, called G-EvoSuite, aims to combine the strengths of search-based test case generation and grammar-based fuzzing. We use EvoSuite as the test case generator tool, and we implemented a JSON fuzzer, i.e., fuzzer based on JSON grammar. The fuzzer is built on top of snodge 1, a mutation engine for JSON strings. Our approach uses EvoSuite to create and evolve the test case structures and the JSON fuzzer to generate highly-structured input strings when needed. To implement our approach, we modified DynaMOSA in EvoSuite (see Section 2). In the following paragraphs, we explain the changes we introduced in DynaMOSA to incorporate the grammar-fuzzer.

1https://github.com/npryce/snodge
**Initialization.** To start the evolutionary process, DynaMOSA creates an initial genetic pool of test cases. The initialization routine is designed to generate a well-distributed set of tests that call different methods of the target class. Each test is created in DynaMOSA randomly by adding method calls to the class under test. Before inserting each method call \( m \), EvoSuite also instantiates an object of the class containing \( m \) and generates proper input parameters, such as other objects or primitives. The number of method calls to insert in an initial test case is randomly chosen. Therefore, EvoSuite creates different initial tests with different structures (method sequence). The input data is either generated at random or selected from the literals (constants) that statically appear in the class under test (constant pool).

Our approach modifies the initialization phase by using well-formed JSON strings generated with the fuzzer as test data. Injecting JSON strings in every method call with string inputs is not effective because not all methods under tests (or not all input parameters of the same method) require JSON inputs. Therefore, we inject JSON strings only into a portion of the initial population. Given a population \( P = \{ T_1, \ldots, T_N \} \) of size \( N \), we randomly select test cases from \( P \) and inject them with JSON data. Given an initial test \( T \) to modify, its string inputs have a probability of mutating equal to \( p = 1/k \), where \( k \) is the number of input strings in \( T \).

**Selection.** In each generation, the fittest test cases (structure + data) are selected using tournament selection. These test cases are ranked on different code coverage criteria (Line, Branch, Exception, Weak Mutation) using the preference sorting algorithm [25]. If test cases with JSON data are ranked first, they will be selected for reproduction (i.e., to create new tests) and will survive in the next generations. If not, the genetic characteristics of the tests with the JSON files will not be transmitted to the next generations. In this way, the portion of test cases that are created using the fuzzer changes across the generations depending on whether they are useful to improve coverage or not.

**Grammar-based mutation.** To introduce variation in the genetic pool, DynaMOSA makes use of mutations. The use of mutations makes it less likely for the algorithm to reach a local optimum. In our approach, we extend the uniform mutation in DynaMOSA, which adds, removes, or inserts new statements in each newly generated test \( T \). At the end of the uniform mutation, we inspect all input data in \( T \), identify string inputs, and use JSON parsers to check whether they are well-formed JSON strings. If valid JSON strings are found, we mutate them using the grammar-based fuzzer.

A well-formed JSON string is a sequence of <key, value> pairs. Keys must be strings, and values must be one of the following JSON data types: string, number, object, array, boolean, or null. Based on this structure, we define five different mutation operators: 

- **Adding new <key, value> pairs:** it adds a <key, value> pair at the root level of the JSON structure. The key is generated using the constant pool in EvoSuite. The value is randomly generated and can be any of the JSON data types.
- **Adding JSON objects:** it adds a new JSON object as a value to an existing <key, value> pair in a random position.
- **Removing <key, value> pairs:** it randomly removes a <key, value> pair in the JSON structure. Which element is removed is randomly selected.

- **Modifying <key, value> pairs:** This mutation randomly selects a <key, value> pair from the JSON structure, and modifies either the key or the value. The replacing element is proportionately divided across all JSON primitives. The array and dictionary primitives are replaced as is. The other primitives are sourced from the constant pool of EvoSuite.
- **Reordering <key, value> pairs:** it randomly shuffles the <key, value> pairs inside the JSON structure. The pair to be reordered is selected randomly. The new location is also selected randomly.

The five operators can be applied to a test \( T \) with equal probability. If the test case \( T \) contains multiple JSON strings, each string has a probability of being replaced equal to \( p = 1/k \), where \( k \) is the number of well-formed JSON strings in \( T \).

## 4 EMPIRICAL STUDY

This section details the empirical study we conducted to assess the performance of our approach (hereafter G-EvoSuite) compared to standard test case generation (EvoSuite). Our empirical evaluation is steered by the following research questions:

**RQ1** To what extend does grammar-based fuzzing improve the effectiveness of test case generation in EvoSuite?

**RQ2** What is the effectiveness of combining grammar-based fuzzing and search-based testing over different search budgets?

For our empirical study, we selected a total of 20 classes from the three most popular Java JSON parsers. These parsers are the Gson library from Google, Fastjson from Alibaba, and the org.json standard library. 16 classes are related to JSON data. This was determined based on class name and by manually inspecting the individual classes. The remaining four classes (indicated with an asterisk in Table 1) are used to assess whether our approach negatively impacts classes not related to parsing JSON.

**Search budget.** To assess the effectiveness of our approach over different search budgets, we selected three commonly-used values: 60 seconds, 120 seconds, and 180 seconds [3, 18, 23].

**Parameter setting.** For this study, we have chosen to adopt the default search algorithm parameter values set by EvoSuite. Previous studies have shown that although parameter tuning has an impact on the performance of the search algorithm, the default parameters provide a reasonable and acceptable result [6]. The parameters used for both the EvoSuite and G-EvoSuite approaches are: population size of 50 test cases; single-point crossover with a probability of 0.75; mutation with a probability of \( 1/n \), where \( n \) is the number of statements in the test case; and tournament selection, the default selection operator in EvoSuite.

**Statistical analysis.** Since both approaches used in the study are randomized, we can expect a fair amount of variation in the results. To mitigate this, ever experiment has been repeated 20 times so an average can be taken. To determine if the results are statistically significant, we use the unpaired Wilcoxon test with a threshold of 0.05. This is a non-parametric statistical test that determines if two data distributions (coverage values by the two approaches) are significantly different. We combine this with the Vargha-Delaney statistic to measure the effect size, which determines how large the difference between the two approaches is.
In this paper, we have combined search-based testing with grammar-based fuzzing to achieve higher code coverage for programs with highly-structured inputs. We implemented our approach in EvoSuite and evaluated it on a benchmark with 20 Java classes. Our results show that G-EvoSuite significantly improves code coverage independently of the search budget.

In future work, we plan to improve our grammar-based fuzzer and extend it to more data formats. Our current approach makes use of grammar-based mutation operators that are specific to the data format of the target application, in this case JSON. These operators only work on valid input and therefore limit the output to also be valid. Investigating mutation operators for invalid input is part of our future agenda. Next to JSON, the XML data format is commonly used for APIs and it is similarly hard to test. We plan to extend our approach to include mutators for other data formats.

A further next step is to look into using machine learning to infer the data format accepted by an application. Data format specific mutators can then be created based on this model without requiring pre-defined mutators for all possible data formats.

4.1 Results
Table 1 summarizes the results of the comparison between EvoSuite and G-EvoSuite. The table is divided into the three different search budgets used for the empirical evaluation. For each search budget, we show the median branch coverage for the baseline, EvoSuite, and G-EvoSuite, the statistical significance produced by the Wilcoxon test, and the effect size with the Vargha-Delaney statistic.

For 60 seconds, our approach achieves significantly higher coverage than EvoSuite in seven out of 20 classes. The effect size is large in four cases and medium in the other three cases. The average improvement in branch coverage with the G-EvoSuite approach is 9.02%. The class with the least improvement is gson.Gson with an average improvement of 1.77%. The class with the most improvement is JSONValidator (ID=6) with an average improvement of 23.35% which corresponds to 46 additionally covered branches.

For 120 seconds, seven out of 20 classes show a significant improvement with our approach. The effect size is large in six cases and medium in only one case. The average improvement in branch coverage is 17.1%. The class with the least improvement is JSONArray (ID=16) with an average increase of 3.20%. The most improved class is JSONReader (ID=5) with an average increase of 47.83% resulting in 49 branches being covered additionally.

Lastly, for 180 seconds, our approach significantly outperforms EvoSuite in nine out of 20 classes. The effect size is large in seven cases and medium in two cases. The average improvement in branch coverage is 13.6%, with a minimum of +1% for JSONArray and a maximum of 50.87% (+52 branches) for the class JSONReader (ID=5). In terms of the number of covered branches, the biggest improvement (+166 branches) can be observed for DefaultJSONParser.

It is worth to notice that in none of the classes, we observed a decrease in branch coverage when using G-EvoSuite. This shows that our approach improves the overall effectiveness of test case generation in EvoSuite without negatively impacting coverage of non-JSON related classes (RQ1).

When looking at how the two approaches perform over time, we can see that the delta between EvoSuite and G-EvoSuite does not substantially decrease, and in most cases even increases. For example, the JSONReader (ID=5) class shows that the delta of the branch coverage goes from 0% at 60 s to 50% at 180 s. This shows that just injecting JSON strings in the initial population is not sufficient to reach a higher coverage. Otherwise, we would have observed a large difference already at the 60 s search budget. Therefore, for our benchmark, the benefit of combining search-based testing and grammar-based fuzzing increases with time (RQ2).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have combined search-based testing with grammar-based fuzzing to achieve higher code coverage for programs with highly-structured inputs. We implemented our approach in EvoSuite and evaluated it on a benchmark with 20 Java classes. Our results show that G-EvoSuite significantly improves code coverage independently of the search budget.

In future work, we plan to improve our grammar-based fuzzer and extend it to more data formats. Our current approach makes use of grammar-based mutation operators that are specific to the data format of the target application, in this case JSON. These operators only work on valid input and therefore limit the output to also be valid. Investigating mutation operators for invalid input is part of our future agenda. Next to JSON, the XML data format is commonly used for APIs and it is similarly hard to test. We plan to extend our approach to include mutators for other data formats.

A further next step is to look into using machine learning to infer the data format accepted by an application. Data format specific mutators can then be created based on this model without requiring pre-defined mutators for all possible data formats.